
                                                

 

 

 
 
Orient Star Launches 2023 Limited-edition Models with the Theme 
of “Emotional Colours that Connect the World” 

 
Orient Star has launched a series of limited-edition watches inspired by the colours of the sky 
and sea that connect the world. The series includes three new models: Modern Skeleton and 
Semi Skeleton from the Contemporary Collection, and the smaller Classic Semi Skeleton from 
the Classic Collection. Each watch has a vibrant blue dial reminiscent of the sea and sky 
illuminated by the morning sun, and is engraved with a limited-edition serial number on the 
case back.  
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  The eye-catching blue dial is inspired by the morning – the start of a new day. The design 
motif of the beautiful blue sky and sea, illuminated by the sun emerging from the horizon, 
represents the beginning of a day full of energy. The exquisite vertical gradation from turquoise 
blue to green symbolises the sky and the sea whose colours are constantly changing from the 
moment the sun rises. 

 
The Modern Skeleton exudes sportiness with a dual-layered dial consisting of a turquoise blue 

to green gradation on the upper layer and a green lower layer underneath. The fresh use of 
colours and layered design enhance the uniqueness of these special pieces limited to 1,200 
units worldwide. The memorable gradation from turquoise blue to green is also featured on the 
Semi Skeleton (limited to 850 pieces), as well as the Classic Semi Skeleton which is limited to 
400 pieces. 

 
The sunburst finishing on all three models evoke the sun’s rays, while the rose gold colour 

used throughout – such as on the hands and Orient Star logo, the indices on Modern Skeleton 
and Semi Skeleton, and the crown on the Classic Semi Skeleton, symbolises the brightness of 
the morning sun.  

 
The case back is engraved with a limited-edition serial number and comes with both a high-

quality stainless steel (SUS316L) bracelet and a blue calf leather strap that further enhances the 
gradation on the dial, allowing the wearer to change the strap according to preference. 

 
     Modern Skeleton           Semi Skeleton    Classic Semi Skeleton 
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About Orient Star 

Capture your gaze. Reflecting the wonderous beauty of shining stars. Orient Star are superb 
timepieces, crafted by Japanese artisans since 1951. Orient Star continues to shine and 
innovate its technology as well as the design of its beautiful timepieces. Traditional skills to 
achieve intricate craftsmanship, in-house production system to create high-quality mechanical 
movements, and original designs, are all incorporated for these unique, made-in-Japan 
watches. Orient Star will continue to deliver these creations in Japan and throughout the world. 

 
A Short History 
1951 Orient Star is created. 
1957 Orient Star Dynamic* is launched with hour, minute, and second hands on the central 

axis of the watch. 
1971  The 46 series movement is created, combining both practicality and high accuracy. This 

formed the base movement of the Orient Star and Orient brand for 50 years.  
1991 Mon Bijou* is launched, a skeleton model of high-quality and aesthetic appeal.  
1996  The power reserve indicator, now an iconic feature of the brand, is integrated into the 

design.  
2017 Orient Watch Co. Ltd. merges with Seiko Epson Corporation, a company with a strong 

watchmaking heritage and focus on precision engineering. Both organisations share a 
vision for innovation and high-quality design and craftsmanship creating a strong 
foundation for the future growth of Orient Star. 

2017 The Mechanical Moon Phase, a cosmic timekeeper is launched as a symbol of this new 
collaboration. This marks a new era of watchmaking for Orient Star brand. 

Case back with engravings 
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2021 Orient Star celebrates its 70th anniversary. The Skeleton models are mounted with the 
latest movement with in-house developed silicon escape wheel for longer power reserve 
and beauty, incorporating design inspired by the vast universe. 

     *Currently not for sale. 
Discover more at our website and social media channels. 

 
Collection Contemporary 

Series name  Modern Skeleton Semi Skeleton 

Reference  RE-AV0122L RE-AT0017L 

Movement 
Automatic (with hand winding) 

mechanical in-house calibre F6F44 
Automatic (with hand winding) mechanical 

in-house calibre F6R42 
Power reserve 50 hours 

Accuracy ＋25 seconds ～ －15 seconds per day 

Case material  Stainless steel   

Case size 
Height 49.0 mm / width 41.0 mm / 

thickness 12.0 mm 
Height 46.2 mm / width 39.3 mm / 

thickness 12.2 mm 
Case back Limited edition and serial number engraving  

Glass Front: sapphire crystal (AR (anti-reflective) coating), back: crystal glass 

Bracelet 

Stainless steel (SUS316L) 
 / trifold deployant buckle with push 

button / width 21 mm / exchangeable 
leather strap 

Stainless steel (SUS316L) 
 / trifold deployant buckle with push button 

/ width 20 mm / exchangeable leather 
strap 

Colour of dial Turquoise blue gradation 

Limited edition 1,200 limited editions 850 limited editions 

Other features 

Water resistance to 10 bar (100 m), 
power reserve indicator, second hand 

hacking, 24 jewels, Luminous Light, see-
through exhibition case back 

Water resistance to 10 bar (100 m), power 
reserve indicator, second hand hacking, 22 

jewels, Luminous Light, see-through 
exhibition case back 

 
Collection Classic 

Series name  Classic Semi Skeleton 

Reference  RE-ND0019L 

Movement Automatic (with hand winding) mechanical in-house calibre 55C22 

Power reserve 40 hours 

Accuracy ＋40 seconds ～ －30 seconds per day 

Case material  Stainless steel 

Case size Height 36.6 mm / width 30.5 mm / thickness 11.0 mm 

Case back Limited edition and serial number engraving  

https://orient-watch.com/
https://www.instagram.com/orientstar_global/
https://www.instagram.com/orientstar_global/
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Glass Front: domed crystal glass, back: crystal glass 

Bracelet 
Stainless steel (SUS316L) / butterfly deployant buckle / width 14 mm / exchangeable 

leather strap 
Colour of dial Turquoise blue gradation 

Limited edition 400 limited editions  

Other features Water resistance to 5 bar (50 m), 20 jewels, see-through exhibition case back 

ENDS 

 

 

 


